
IR GOLD MONITOR

Triad's latest entry in the Monitor series is a larger yet still compact

upgrade from the popular Silver Monitor, with more extended bass,

greater headroom, and astonishingly effortless detail. The InRoom Gold

Monitor may be used full range in moderately sized rooms, or with Triad

Subs in larger home theater venues where the most accurate rendering of

both music and movie soundtracks is desired. The Gold Monitor proudly

uses all Scan-Speak Revelator drivers; two premium 7″ woofers and a

revolutionary, expensive ring radiator tweeter with response extending to

50 kHz.

You will discover new details and dynamics in your recordings you thought

you knew well! Innovative materials are used in the InRoom Gold Monitor's

robust, acoustically inert cabinet to maintain pure reproduction at all

playback levels, from a whisper to a roar. Virtually any paint or wood

veneer finish is available, including optional custom matched veneer to

blend into your environment. The InRoom Gold Monitor was designed to

be used when only the best is good enough.

Category: Home Cinema

Tag: InRoom

Compact Design.

Acoustic cloth grill.

Fully engineered, Premium MDF enclosure.

Acoustic Suspension.

2-way design.

Triad’s Basic, Real Wood Veneer & Custom

Finishes are available for this product. The

standard finish for this product is Black paint. For

any other colors, please refer to Triad’s Custom

Match Finish program for this product. The paint

we use is a top quality enamel and is applied

with a light pebble finish. The veneer finishes are

made from real wood and coated with an

enamel clear coat.

Since all computer monitors and their colors

vary, the digital color you see here will be

different from the actual product finish.

Features

Enclosure

Finishes

100 - 400 watts

4 ohms

92

60 Hz - 30 kHz

Fabric dome

(1) 1" /25mm

Proprietary paper/fiber blend

(2) 6-1/4" 16cm

Performance Specifications

Recommended Amp Power

Impedance

Sensitivity (db 1watt/1meter)

Anechoic Frequency Response

Tweeter Type

Tweeter Size

Woofer Type

Woofer Size

Fractional Metric

Decimal

19 3/8"

9 7/8"

12 7/16"

43

Cabinet Specifications

Height

Width

Depth

Shipping Weight
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